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Rationale: high luminosity search strategy, general principle

(i) Luminosity functions 	


    are rapidly falling (ex. top phys.):

MSTW-PDF running factorisation scale as Q2
= ŝ = ⌧s = ⌧ ⇥ 14

2
TeV

2

(ii) Luminosity functions x cross section 	


    fall even faster:	


See for ex.: Salam-Weiler, http://collider-reach.web.cern.ch/collider-reach/

(2mt)
2 (10mt)

2

NDA: tail falls like 1/m7 (1/⌧7/2)

⇠ m2

Thus, mass reach / (Lumi)
1
7

2

http://collider-reach.web.cern.ch/collider-reach/


High luminosity search strategy, general principle

♦ Slow progress in energy frontier, still conventional searches should  	

   push forward. (will be done in any case regardless of what we discuss today…)

More info’ e.g: Salam-Weiler, http://collider-reach.web.cern.ch/collider-reach/

♦ Faster progress in “elusive frontier”, not too hard physics scale, 	

   relatively weak coupling.

mass reach / (Lumi)
1
7

mass reach / (Lumi)1,
1
2 ?
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Is it possible to characterise the elusive frontier?

Naturalness                                              Exotica 

Elusive/weakly coupled/exotic physics
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what should be our focus?

         Naturalness, simple motivated concept, learning even if no result                                                           Exotica, signal based (harder to make sys’ progress)

Totally subjective & should be view as case 
study, yet conclusions => quite general
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Naturalness => vague scale & states => LHC perspective
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Figure 2: Dependence of the asymmetries for the LHC on the lepton pt for three di↵erent scale

choices, calculated by POWHEG. The left and right panel show Ac and Al respectively and

middle one shows the ratio Al/Ac. These plots show the ideal SM scenario where no cuts have

been applied.
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mt̃ ⇠ 400GeV

LHC8: mt̃ ⇠ 700GeV

natural SUSY

tuning ~ 1:102

LHC14 : mt̃ ⇠ 2TeV

tuning ~ 1:10

 Screening away UV sensitivity => top partners, potentially within the LHC reach.!
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Figure 1. Quadratically divergent one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass parameter in the SM

(a), canceled by scalar superpartner contributions in a SUSY model (b).

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the LHC, while being a breakthrough in

the understanding of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), leaves a lot of questions

unanswered. One of the most pressing problems is the stabilization of the EWSB scale,

which in the Standard Model requires an unnaturally fine-tuned cancellation between tree-

level and loop contributions to the Higgs potential. One of the most popular solutions to

this problem is supersymmetry, which allows to cancel the dangerous quadratically divergent

contributions from the SM particles by their respective superpartners with opposite spin-

statistics. Most important from the point of view of naturalness is the cancellation of

the top quadratic divergence, which is governed by the large top Yukawa coupling. In

supersymmetry this contribution is canceled by the corresponding loop contribution of its

supersymmetric partners, the stops, as depicted in Figure 1.

While the cancellation of the quadratically divergent contribution is independent of the

stop masses, the remaining logarithmically divergent contributions are mass dependent—

therefore naturalness in the Higgs potential generally requires light stops. This common lore

however is being put under severe pressure by the non-observation of stops at the LHC and

the increased bounds on their masses.

This simplified picture however contains the intrinsic assumption of complete alignment

between the up quark and up squark mass bases. While this is a very good approximation

for the left-handed sector, where due to the SU(2)L symmetry the stringent constraints from

K and B decays are relevant, the situation is di↵erent in the right-handed up sector. Here

the only relevant constraints are related to the D system so that the third generation is

much less constrained. In fact it is su�cient to assume the 12 and 13 mixings to be samll in

order to comply with data; the mixing angle ✓R
23

describing stop-scharm mixing. Constraints

from flavor violating top decays on the other hand are still fairly weak. There should be

2

The LHC naturalness ruler:!
          (~ half way through) 
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Naturalness & the two top frontiers

mt̃ ⇠ 400GeV

LHC8: mt̃ ⇠ 700GeV

natural SUSY

tuning ~ 1:102

LHC14 : mt̃ ⇠ 2TeV

tuning ~ 1:10

Boosted regime
Elusive regime
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Shifting fronts, possible status in 3 yrs (lots left behind)

mt̃ ⇠ 400GeV
natural SUSY

tuning ~ 1:102

LHC14 : mt̃ ⇠ 2TeV

tuning ~ 1:20

Boosted regime
Elusive regime

LHC14(100/fb): mt̃ ⇠ 1.4
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Outline (subjectively focusing on top/top-partner phys.)

♦  Case #1 pair differential distributions, graduating from bump searches.

♦ Case #2 elusive naturalness, flavorful naturalness, the top-charm frontier.  

♦ Summary.

♦ Case #3 top flavor violation, natural composite H &                 .  (if time permits)t ! cZ/h
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♦  Briefly on the state of the art,2 interesting recent measurements:  
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(b) Detector to Parton

Figure 10: (a) Fiducial particle-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the hadronic top-jet candi-
date pT and (b) Parton-level di↵erential cross-section as a function of the top quark pT decaying hadron-
ically, both compared to Powheg+Pythia predictions using either the HERAPDF or CT10 PDF sets,
and the Powheg hdamp parameter set to 1 or mtop. MC samples are normalized to the NNLO+NNLL
inclusive cross-section �tt̄ = 253+13

�15 pb. The lower part of the figure shows the ratio between the MC
prediction and the data. The error bar on the data points (figure above) and the hashed area (figure below)
include the total statistical plus systematic uncertainties.

11 Conclusions

The di↵erential tt̄ production cross-section in pp collisions has been measured as a function of the
hadronically decaying top quark pT in a high-pT regime, using a dataset corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb�1 collected by the ATLAS detector at

p
s=8 TeV data. Boosted hadronically-

decaying top quarks with pT > 300 GeV are reconstructed within large-R jets and identified using jet
substructure techniques. The measured pT spectrum is extended in this analysis with respect to previous
measurements [12, 14–16] and reaches for the first time the TeV scale. A particle-level cross-section
is measured in a fiducial region that closely follows the event selection. The measurement uncertainty
ranges from 15% to 29% and is generally dominated by the uncertainty on the large-R jets energy scale.
Future improvements in reducing this uncertainty would thus be beneficial. A parton-level cross-section
is also reported. The greater reliance on tt̄ MC to correct the data leads to significantly larger sys-
tematic uncertainties than for the fiducial measurement. The measured di↵erential cross-sections are
generally lower than the prediction of NLO and LO matrix-element plus parton shower MC generators
after normalization to NNLO+NNLL QCD calculations of the inclusive cross-section. The discrepancy
is generally found to increase with the top quark pT, with MC predictions overestimating the measured
particle-level cross-section in the highest-pT bin by approximately 30% to 70%, depending on the MC
generator.

References

[1] D. Atwood, A. Kagan, and T. Rizzo, Constraining anomalous top quark couplings at the Tevatron,
Phys. Rev. D52 (1995) 6264–6270, arXiv:hep-ph/9407408 [hep-ph].
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Case 1: t¯t distributions & TeV new physics (NP)

5.2 tt enhancement analysis 17

Table 4: Expected number of events with mtt > 1 TeV/c2 from SM tt and non-top multijet
backgrounds, along with their total, compared to the observed number of events. The efficiency
for SM tt production, which is used in the limit setting procedure described in the text, is shown
on the final line.

1+1 1+2
Expected SM tt events 194 ± 106 129 ± 80
Expected non-top multijet events 1546 ± 45 2271 ± 130
Total expected events 1740 ± 115 2400 ± 153
Observed events 1738 2423
tt efficiency (2.5 ± 1.3)⇥ 10�4 (1.6 ± 1.0)⇥ 10�4

of events observed and expected in two mass windows for the 1+1 and 1+2 channels, 0.9–
1.1 TeV/c2 corresponding to the 1 TeV/c2 Z0 sample, and 1.3–2.4 TeV/c2 corresponding to the
2 TeV/c2 Z0 sample. The observed 95% CL upper limits on signal cross section change from 1.0
to 2.0 pb at 1 TeV/c2, from 0.10 to 0.26 pb at 2 TeV/c2, and from 0.02 to 0.05 pb at 3 TeV/c2. Most
of the difference is attributed to a better statistical handling in the resonance analysis of the
bins with large background in the mass distribution.

5.2 tt enhancement analysis

In the second analysis, general enhancement is assumed in modeling the tt mass spectrum due
to some new phenomenon (NP), assuming the same signal efficiency as for the SM tt contin-
uum, as described in Refs. [22, 23]. The limit on any possible enhancement is presented in terms
of a variable S , the ratio of the integral of the mtt distribution above 1 TeV/c2 corresponding to
SM tt production and a contribution from some NP, to that from just SM tt production:

S =

R
mtt>1 TeV/c2

dsSM+NP
dmtt

dmtt
R

mtt>1 TeV/c2
dsSM
dmtt

dmtt
. (4)

The events used for setting the limit are selected to have reconstructed mtt > 1 TeV/c2, which
does not correspond to the same range for the true mass. Consequently, a correction factor
must be applied to the reconstructed tt mass distribution to estimate the true mass distribution.
This is estimated by dividing the number of simulated tt events with a reconstructed mass
> 1 TeV/c2 by the number of simulated tt events with a true mass > 1 TeV/c2. This ratio is 1.24
± 0.08 for the Type 1+1 analysis and 1.41 ± 0.11 for the Type 1+2 analysis. These differences are
applied as multiplicative factors to obtain the yields for the true tt mass above 1 TeV/c2. These
factors do not affect the quantity S since they cancel in the ratio.

The approximate NNLO cross section for inclusive tt production is taken to be 163 pb [48–
50]. The efficiency for Type 1+1 events, relative to inclusive SM tt production, is found to
be (2.5 ± 1.3) ⇥ 10�4, and for Type 1+2, the efficiency is (1.6 ± 1.0) ⇥ 10�4. The numbers of
observed and expected events for the SM tt and NTMJ backgrounds are shown in Table 4,
along with these efficiencies. Following the statistical procedure outlined above, it follows that
the enhancement factor to the tt production cross section for mtt > 1 TeV/c2 (S in Eq. (4)) must
be < 2.6. The a priori expectation is for this limit to lie in the interval 2.0–3.5 at 68% CL, and
1.7–5.5 at 95% CL, with a most probable value of 2.5.

ATLAS-CONF-2014-057

< 1.2 (95% CL)	


CMS 1309.2030
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see also talk by Glover.



SM expectation (courtesy of informal communication with Alex Mitov)

“Statistical integration errors are still too large … we have a bin for M_tT>1TeV at LHC7TeV … totally preliminary: similar to 
NLO, scale +pdf is no more than 30%”

Top pair at NNLO                                                                              Alexander Mitov                                                                             Cannes, 26 Sep 2014 

Czakon, Fiedler, Mitov, super preliminary 
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Errors due to scale variation only 

Top pair at NNLO                                                                              Alexander Mitov                                                                             Cannes, 26 Sep 2014 

 
!  We have huge effort ongoing for the calculation of 

!  Fully differential top pair production at NNLO 
!  Everything is included – no approximations! 
!  Stable top quarks only. Down the road include decay but not a priority now. 
!  For the moment we compute only pre-decided binned distributions. 
!  Cannot store events for subsequent analyses. 
!  Calculations are very expensive and take long time. It is not easy at all to redo  
    a calculation to change it “a little bit”. Of course we will make the effort if the need is there.  

!  For the moment we compute simultaneously with several fixed scales  
     muR, muF =(1/2,1,2)*Mtop. Dynamical scales in the future. 

!  Use mostly MSTW2008, but we also have almost everything computed also with  
     NNPDF, CT10 and HERA. 

!  Calculations for now only for LHC7 and LHC8. Any energy can be done – matter of CPU! 
!  Tevatron computed, too. 
!  Mtop=173.3 GeV only. If top mass dependence is needed separate calculations  
    will have to be done. CPU constrained. Perhaps compute for 3 Mtop values that are  
    1 GeV apart and use them to approximate in a narrow window. Good enough? 

The main point 

11

This, not including errors related to boosted techniques and/or pileup mitigation.
talk by Wells.



Case 1a: trivial weakly coupled broad resonance 	

&	


Ex.:  RS/composite resonance (KK gluon)	

!

(misb + µ + ⇥̄µ

.

\
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Agashe, Belyaev, Krupovnickas, GP & Virzi (06);!
Lillie, Randall & Wang (07).

RS/composite H <=> strong dynamics => broad but weakly produced

2

arise without introducing hierarchies in the fundamental
5D theory [5, 6, 7]. The 1st/2nd generation fermions
have small Yukawa couplings to Higgs, which is local-
ized near the TeV brane. Similarly, the top quark can
be localized near the TeV brane to account for its large
Yukawa coupling.

In this scenario, there are new contributions to EWPT
and FCNC’s calculable in the 5D effective field theory
(EFT) from KK modes. In particular, the couplings of
SM fermions to gauge KK modes are non-universal due
to the different profiles for the SM fermions, resulting in
FCNC’s. However, the gauge KK modes are localized
near the TeV brane while the light fermions are near the
Planck brane and hence it can be shown that the non-
universal part of these couplings are proportional to the
SM Yukawa couplings [6, 7]. Thus, most of the couplings
to the new degrees of freedom are small and hierarchical,
leading to the same symmetry structure which suppresses
the SM flavor-violating contributions [8] (for recent re-
lated discussions and the experimental status see [9]).
The gauge KK modes also give contributions to EWPT.
The constraints from the oblique (S and T ) parameters
can be satisfied with a KK mass scale as low as ∼ 3 TeV
if a custodial isospin symmetry is incorporated [10].

Let us examine the top/bottom sector in detail since
the associated couplings will be relevant for the signals.
It is clear that both tL,R being near the Planck brane
gives too small a top Yukawa coupling. On the other
hand, the fact that (t, b)L is close to the TeV brane leads
to its large coupling to KK Z and, in turn, results in a
non-universal shift in its coupling to the SM Z via mix-

ing of KK Z with zero-mode Z [10]: δgbL

Z ∼ gbL

ZKKξ m2

Z

M2

KKZ

where ξ ≡
!

log (MPl/ TeV ) and gbL

ZKK is the corre-
sponding non-universal KK Z coupling. The constraint
from data is that δgbL

Z /gZ ∼< 1/4%.
Thus, for a KK scale ≃ a few TeV, there is a tension

between obtaining large top mass and EWPT (i.e., Zb̄LbL

coupling) which can be relaxed by the following setup: (i)
(t, b)L quasi-localized near TeV brane so that the shift
in coupling of bL to Z is on the edge, (ii) tR localized
very close to TeV brane to obtain large top quark mass
and (iii) largest dimensionless 5D Yukawa consistent with
perturbativity. Note that the resulting coupling of bL

to gauge KK modes (including gluon) is comparable to
the SM couplings and thus is still larger than what is
expected on the basis of mb alone, since it is dictated by
the large top mass instead. Even with these choices, the
KK scale is required to be rather high, ! 5 TeV. In this
case, the couplings of tR, which is localized very near
the TeV brane, to the gauge KK modes are enhanced:
gtR

SMKK ∼ gSMξ .

However, such corrections to Zb̄LbL coupling can be
suppressed by suitable choice of representation of top and
bottom quarks under the custodial isospin symmetry [11].
In this case, we can have the other extreme situation:
(t, b)L can be localized very close to the TeV brane with
tR being close to flat. Also, there is an intermediate

possibility with both (t, b)L and tR being localized close
(but not too close) to the TeV brane. The KK scale can
then be as low as ∼ 3 TeV for certain choice of profiles
for tR and (t, b)L in the extra dimension [12].

In this paper we will consider models with the assign-
ment of reference [10] for the quantum numbers of top
and bottom quarks. Based on the above profiles, it can
be shown that the couplings of KK gluon (and in gen-
eral all gauge KK modes) to light fermions (including
bR) are suppressed by ξ with respect to the SM gauge
couplings. The coupling to tL, bL is neither suppressed
nor enhanced and only the coupling to tR (which is prac-
tically on the TeV brane or composite in the dual 4D
picture) is enhanced by ξ. It can also be shown that
there is no coupling of single KK gauge field to two SM
gauge bosons at leading order due to orthonormality of
profiles of these particles. To summarize (see for exam-
ple [8] for more details) the relevant coupling to the KK
gauge states can be described, neglecting effects related
to EWSB, via ratio of RS1-to-SM gauge coupling

gqq̄,ll̄ G1

RS

gSM

≃ ξ−1 ≈
1

5
,

gQ3Q̄3G1

RS

gSM

≈ 1 ,

gtR t̄RG1

RS

gSM

≃ ξ ≈ 5 ,
gGGG1

RS

gSM

≈ 0 , (1)

where q = u, d, s, c, bR, l = leptons, Q3 = (t, b)L, G, G1

correspond to SM and first KK states of the gauge fields
respectively and gxyz

RS , gSM stands for the RS1 and the
three SM (i.e., 4D) gauge couplings respectively.

It is straightforward to modify our analysis as to acco-
modate generic couplings of the KK gauge fields to the
SM third generation quarks. This will cover the signals of
models with custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11]. However,
we choose to show the explicit results within one scenario
to make the steps of our analysis and our results more
transparent. A brief discussion of the signals in the case
where the custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11] is realized is
given in section III A.

We will mostly focus on LHC signals from KK gluons
which have the largest production rate. The KK mass
scale is assume to be ≃ a few TeV. In cases where a spe-
cific mass was required for our analysis a 3 TeV mass was
used. We also briefly discuss other interesting signals re-
lated to the electroweak gauge KK sector whose detection
might be more challenging than KK gluon, partly due to
lower production rates than for KK gluons and also due
to suppression of decays to “golden” modes such as lep-
tons. In general, the EW sector is also more model de-
pendent. Earlier studies of KK gluon production at the
LHC [13, 14] did not consider the effect of the fermion
profiles which now is understood to be mandatory for the
phenomenological viability of the framework.

“KK gluon above 1 TeV has width of MKKG/6”	


Original models had relatively narrow KK’s:
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Agashe, Belyaev, Krupovnickas, GP & Virzi (06);!
Lillie, Randall & Wang (07).

RS/composite H <=> strong dynamics => broad but weakly produced
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arise without introducing hierarchies in the fundamental
5D theory [5, 6, 7]. The 1st/2nd generation fermions
have small Yukawa couplings to Higgs, which is local-
ized near the TeV brane. Similarly, the top quark can
be localized near the TeV brane to account for its large
Yukawa coupling.

In this scenario, there are new contributions to EWPT
and FCNC’s calculable in the 5D effective field theory
(EFT) from KK modes. In particular, the couplings of
SM fermions to gauge KK modes are non-universal due
to the different profiles for the SM fermions, resulting in
FCNC’s. However, the gauge KK modes are localized
near the TeV brane while the light fermions are near the
Planck brane and hence it can be shown that the non-
universal part of these couplings are proportional to the
SM Yukawa couplings [6, 7]. Thus, most of the couplings
to the new degrees of freedom are small and hierarchical,
leading to the same symmetry structure which suppresses
the SM flavor-violating contributions [8] (for recent re-
lated discussions and the experimental status see [9]).
The gauge KK modes also give contributions to EWPT.
The constraints from the oblique (S and T ) parameters
can be satisfied with a KK mass scale as low as ∼ 3 TeV
if a custodial isospin symmetry is incorporated [10].

Let us examine the top/bottom sector in detail since
the associated couplings will be relevant for the signals.
It is clear that both tL,R being near the Planck brane
gives too small a top Yukawa coupling. On the other
hand, the fact that (t, b)L is close to the TeV brane leads
to its large coupling to KK Z and, in turn, results in a
non-universal shift in its coupling to the SM Z via mix-

ing of KK Z with zero-mode Z [10]: δgbL

Z ∼ gbL

ZKKξ m2

Z

M2

KKZ

where ξ ≡
!

log (MPl/ TeV ) and gbL

ZKK is the corre-
sponding non-universal KK Z coupling. The constraint
from data is that δgbL

Z /gZ ∼< 1/4%.
Thus, for a KK scale ≃ a few TeV, there is a tension

between obtaining large top mass and EWPT (i.e., Zb̄LbL

coupling) which can be relaxed by the following setup: (i)
(t, b)L quasi-localized near TeV brane so that the shift
in coupling of bL to Z is on the edge, (ii) tR localized
very close to TeV brane to obtain large top quark mass
and (iii) largest dimensionless 5D Yukawa consistent with
perturbativity. Note that the resulting coupling of bL

to gauge KK modes (including gluon) is comparable to
the SM couplings and thus is still larger than what is
expected on the basis of mb alone, since it is dictated by
the large top mass instead. Even with these choices, the
KK scale is required to be rather high, ! 5 TeV. In this
case, the couplings of tR, which is localized very near
the TeV brane, to the gauge KK modes are enhanced:
gtR

SMKK ∼ gSMξ .

However, such corrections to Zb̄LbL coupling can be
suppressed by suitable choice of representation of top and
bottom quarks under the custodial isospin symmetry [11].
In this case, we can have the other extreme situation:
(t, b)L can be localized very close to the TeV brane with
tR being close to flat. Also, there is an intermediate

possibility with both (t, b)L and tR being localized close
(but not too close) to the TeV brane. The KK scale can
then be as low as ∼ 3 TeV for certain choice of profiles
for tR and (t, b)L in the extra dimension [12].

In this paper we will consider models with the assign-
ment of reference [10] for the quantum numbers of top
and bottom quarks. Based on the above profiles, it can
be shown that the couplings of KK gluon (and in gen-
eral all gauge KK modes) to light fermions (including
bR) are suppressed by ξ with respect to the SM gauge
couplings. The coupling to tL, bL is neither suppressed
nor enhanced and only the coupling to tR (which is prac-
tically on the TeV brane or composite in the dual 4D
picture) is enhanced by ξ. It can also be shown that
there is no coupling of single KK gauge field to two SM
gauge bosons at leading order due to orthonormality of
profiles of these particles. To summarize (see for exam-
ple [8] for more details) the relevant coupling to the KK
gauge states can be described, neglecting effects related
to EWSB, via ratio of RS1-to-SM gauge coupling
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1
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gGGG1
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where q = u, d, s, c, bR, l = leptons, Q3 = (t, b)L, G, G1

correspond to SM and first KK states of the gauge fields
respectively and gxyz

RS , gSM stands for the RS1 and the
three SM (i.e., 4D) gauge couplings respectively.

It is straightforward to modify our analysis as to acco-
modate generic couplings of the KK gauge fields to the
SM third generation quarks. This will cover the signals of
models with custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11]. However,
we choose to show the explicit results within one scenario
to make the steps of our analysis and our results more
transparent. A brief discussion of the signals in the case
where the custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11] is realized is
given in section III A.

We will mostly focus on LHC signals from KK gluons
which have the largest production rate. The KK mass
scale is assume to be ≃ a few TeV. In cases where a spe-
cific mass was required for our analysis a 3 TeV mass was
used. We also briefly discuss other interesting signals re-
lated to the electroweak gauge KK sector whose detection
might be more challenging than KK gluon, partly due to
lower production rates than for KK gluons and also due
to suppression of decays to “golden” modes such as lep-
tons. In general, the EW sector is also more model de-
pendent. Earlier studies of KK gluon production at the
LHC [13, 14] did not consider the effect of the fermion
profiles which now is understood to be mandatory for the
phenomenological viability of the framework.

“KK gluon above 1 TeV has width of MKKG/6”	


Original models had relatively narrow KK’s:

Maybe later (depends on time) implicit motivate: (and regardless of motivation …)

2

arise without introducing hierarchies in the fundamental
5D theory [5, 6, 7]. The 1st/2nd generation fermions
have small Yukawa couplings to Higgs, which is local-
ized near the TeV brane. Similarly, the top quark can
be localized near the TeV brane to account for its large
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and FCNC’s calculable in the 5D effective field theory
(EFT) from KK modes. In particular, the couplings of
SM fermions to gauge KK modes are non-universal due
to the different profiles for the SM fermions, resulting in
FCNC’s. However, the gauge KK modes are localized
near the TeV brane while the light fermions are near the
Planck brane and hence it can be shown that the non-
universal part of these couplings are proportional to the
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to the new degrees of freedom are small and hierarchical,
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ing of KK Z with zero-mode Z [10]: δgbL

Z ∼ gbL

ZKKξ m2

Z

M2

KKZ

where ξ ≡
!

log (MPl/ TeV ) and gbL

ZKK is the corre-
sponding non-universal KK Z coupling. The constraint
from data is that δgbL

Z /gZ ∼< 1/4%.
Thus, for a KK scale ≃ a few TeV, there is a tension

between obtaining large top mass and EWPT (i.e., Zb̄LbL

coupling) which can be relaxed by the following setup: (i)
(t, b)L quasi-localized near TeV brane so that the shift
in coupling of bL to Z is on the edge, (ii) tR localized
very close to TeV brane to obtain large top quark mass
and (iii) largest dimensionless 5D Yukawa consistent with
perturbativity. Note that the resulting coupling of bL

to gauge KK modes (including gluon) is comparable to
the SM couplings and thus is still larger than what is
expected on the basis of mb alone, since it is dictated by
the large top mass instead. Even with these choices, the
KK scale is required to be rather high, ! 5 TeV. In this
case, the couplings of tR, which is localized very near
the TeV brane, to the gauge KK modes are enhanced:
gtR

SMKK ∼ gSMξ .
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gqq̄,ll̄ G1

RS

gSM

≃ ξ−1 ≈
1

5
,

gQ3Q̄3G1

RS

gSM

≈ 1 ,

gtR t̄RG1

RS

gSM

≃ ξ ≈ 5 ,
gGGG1

RS

gSM

≈ 0 , (1)

where q = u, d, s, c, bR, l = leptons, Q3 = (t, b)L, G, G1

correspond to SM and first KK states of the gauge fields
respectively and gxyz

RS , gSM stands for the RS1 and the
three SM (i.e., 4D) gauge couplings respectively.

It is straightforward to modify our analysis as to acco-
modate generic couplings of the KK gauge fields to the
SM third generation quarks. This will cover the signals of
models with custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11]. However,
we choose to show the explicit results within one scenario
to make the steps of our analysis and our results more
transparent. A brief discussion of the signals in the case
where the custodial symmetry for Zbb̄ [11] is realized is
given in section III A.

We will mostly focus on LHC signals from KK gluons
which have the largest production rate. The KK mass
scale is assume to be ≃ a few TeV. In cases where a spe-
cific mass was required for our analysis a 3 TeV mass was
used. We also briefly discuss other interesting signals re-
lated to the electroweak gauge KK sector whose detection
might be more challenging than KK gluon, partly due to
lower production rates than for KK gluons and also due
to suppression of decays to “golden” modes such as lep-
tons. In general, the EW sector is also more model de-
pendent. Earlier studies of KK gluon production at the
LHC [13, 14] did not consider the effect of the fermion
profiles which now is understood to be mandatory for the
phenomenological viability of the framework.
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Case 1b against top-pair resonance searches 	

&	


The “elusive” KK Gluon	

!

                         Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago, to appear. !
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♦ The KK gluon is part of the composite sector, it decays to

Do we search for the right thing?

♦  S parameter: mKKG >3 TeV; naturalness: mT < 1 TeV.

the most composite object allowed by kinematics (t, T ).

♦  Searches: mKKG >2.5 TeV; mT > 800 GeV.

(misb + µ + ⇥̄µ

KKG

t

t
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♦ The KK gluon is part of the composite sector, it decays to

Do we search for the right thing?

♦  S parameter: mKKG >3 TeV; naturalness: mT < 1 TeV.

the most composite object allowed by kinematics (t, T ).

♦  Searches: mKKG >2.5 TeV; mT > 800 GeV.

Similar to ordinary	

2-jet QCD 	


process impossible 	

to observe ?? 

(misb + µ + ⇥̄µ

.
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W/Z/h

W/Z/h

mKKG >2mT
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♦ As T decays to t + W/Z/h but we search only for tops =>	


observed spectrum becomes softer, let us see it in steps:

Implications for KKG > TT decay
                         Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago, to appear. !
                        

_ _

100% KKG   > tt 
__

100% KKG   > TT 
__

mKKG = 2 TeV 
mT = 800 GeV

 Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago preliminary

top pair reconstructed invariant mass (ATLAS reconstruction,  ATLAS-CONF-2013-052)
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♦ As T decays to t + W/Z/h but we search only for tops =>	


observed spectrum becomes softer, let us see it in steps:

Implications for KKG > TT decay
                         Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago, to appear. !
                        

_ _

 Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago preliminary

adding SM top pair reconstructed invariant mass 

KKG
 Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago preliminary

mKKG = 2 TeV 
mT = 800 GeV

KKG

Elusive KKG
 Chala, Juknevich, GP & Santiago preliminary
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Case 2: Elusive top-partners	


20



♦ Almost all approaches have implications to top phys.:	


   (i) SUSY, get rid of missing energy in a systematic way: 	


       RPV, stealth, compressed …  (no time to review it all …)	


!

!

Could the stops/t’ still be light?
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Figure 5: Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL for the model of (pp → t̃1t̃∗1 →
t χ̃0

1 t χ̃0
1 ) with 100% branching ratio of t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 . The top quark produced in the decay has a right-
handed polarization in 95% of the decays. The band around the median expected limit shows
the ±1σ variations on the median expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical
uncertainties on the signal. The dotted lines around the observed limit indicate the sensitivity
to ±1σ variations on these theoretical uncertainties. The expected limit from the previous
ATLAS search [29] with the same final state is also shown.
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Figure 6: Excluded (at 95% CL) branching fractions for t̃1 → t χ̃0
1 in the model where pp →

t̃1t̃∗1 . The conservative assumption is made here that this analysis is sensitive only to the decay
channel t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 and has no sensitivity to other decay modes.
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SUSY composite Higgs
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Could the stops/t’ still be light?

LHC top mass
(5/fb)

173.3± 0.5± 1.3 GeV

50 100 150 200 250 300

165

170

175

180

185

190

195

mté

m
t

mté = mt

CMS st

st + mt

Czakon,  Mitov,  Papucci,  JTR,  Weiler,  to appear.   

what is mt in the 
presence of stop 
contamination?

varying the top mass:

stop + top
17via Josh Ruderman, NNLO theory applied to SUSY:

2  and 3 sigma contours

take blue curve as guide to what might be 
accomplished when this is answered

19

Han, Katz, Krohn and Reece; Belanger, Godbole, Hartgring and Niessen (12); !
Buckley, Plehn and Ramsey-Musolf (13); Li, Si, Wang, Wang, Zhang and Zhu;!
Mukhopadhyay, Nojiri and Yanagida (14).

Mass & Xsection precision 
could be helpful:

As well as differential distribution (angular), new result from ATLAS. 

More generically understanding top+jets & thinking about gluinos. 
Evans, Kats, Shih and Strassler (13)

22

 Czakon, Mitov, Papucci, Ruderman & Weiler (14)



♦ Almost all approaches have implications to top phys.:	


   (i) SUSY, get rid of missing energy in a systematic way: 	


       RPV, stealth, compressing the spectrum.  (no time to review it all …)	


!

!

Could the stops/t’ still be light?
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t χ̃0

1 t χ̃0
1 ) with 100% branching ratio of t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 . The top quark produced in the decay has a right-
handed polarization in 95% of the decays. The band around the median expected limit shows
the ±1σ variations on the median expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical
uncertainties on the signal. The dotted lines around the observed limit indicate the sensitivity
to ±1σ variations on these theoretical uncertainties. The expected limit from the previous
ATLAS search [29] with the same final state is also shown.
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1 and has no sensitivity to other decay modes.
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SUSY composite Higgs

 (ii) Get rid of tops in the final state => flavor & connection.	


       Applies not only to SUSY.   

23



Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

♦ Standard model: 3 copies (flavours) of quarks;	

     same holds for new physics. (say supersymmetry)

♦ “Hardwired” assumption: 	

     top partner (stop) is mass eigenstate. 

Dine, Leigh & Kagan, Phys.Rev. D48 (93); Dimopoulos & Giudice (95); !
Cohen, Kaplan & Nelson (96) 

Flavourful naturalness
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♦ Standard model: 3 copies (flavours) of quarks;	

     same holds for new physics. (say supersymmetry)

♦ “Hardwired” assumption: 	

     top partner (stop) is mass eigenstate. 

Dine, Leigh & Kagan, Phys.Rev. D48 (93); Dimopoulos & Giudice (95); !
Cohen, Kaplan & Nelson (96) > 1000 citations !

♦ This need not be the case, top-partner => “stop-scharm” admixture.

Flavourful naturalness

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stopx
Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

m̃1m̃2

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop
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Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop
dark matter

m̃t

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop
dark matter

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

m̃1, m̃2

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stop

♦ Standard model: 3 copies (flavours) of quarks;	

     same holds for new physics. (say supersymmetry)

♦ “Hardwired” assumption: 	

     top partner (stop) is mass eigenstate. 

Dine, Leigh & Kagan, Phys.Rev. D48 (93); Dimopoulos & Giudice (95); !
Cohen, Kaplan & Nelson (96) > 1000 citations ...

♦ This need not be the case, top-partner => “stop-scharm” admixture.

Flavourful naturalness

Standard Model known quarks;      
3 replicas <=> flavours.   

up           charm           top           

Supersymmetric partners, also 
come in 3 replicas <=> flavours.   

 sup          scharm         stopx
26



Flavorful naturalness, ameliorating stops bounds

♦ The relevant parameters to constrain are:  Blanke, Giudice, Paride, GP & Zupan (13)

stop,scharm like squark mass, m1,2 & C ⌘ cos ✓RR
23

Define relative tuning measure: ⇠ = m̃2
1c

2+m̃2
2s

2

m2
0

, (m0 = 570GeV)

mt̃ ⇠ 400GeV

mt̃ ⇠ 2TeV

LHC8: mt̃ ⇠ 700GeV
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♦ The relevant parameters to constrain are:  Blanke, Giudice, Paride, GP & Zupan (13)

stop,scharm like squark mass, m1,2 & C ⌘ cos ✓RR
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Compositeness: split 2 gen’ LHC bounds (similar to SUSY case)

Mc ⌧ MU

yc � yu

Delaunay, Fraille, Flacke, Lee, Panico & GP (13).
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♦ t →cZ  null test of the SM.

Composite natural t→cZ

♦ t →cZ  in composite models could be large. 
Agashe GP & Soni (06)

♦ t →cZ  in custodial composite models could be small. 
Agashe, Contino, Da Rold & Pomarol (06)

♦ t →cZ  in natural custodial composite models should be large. 
As both LH & RH tops needs to be composite, Azatov, Panico GP & Soreq (14)

Note that the charm quark becomes massless in the limit of �
4

= �
1

, this is not surprising
because in this point of the parameter space only one combination of the elementary fermions
couples to the strong sector

tL,R
SM

= �t
L,R cos(�)tL,R + �c

L,R cos(�)cL,R , � = �
1

= �
4

, (42)

as can be easily seen from the mass matrix in Eq. (40). It is important to stress that this
property is an artifact of our truncation of the composite sector spectrum. In the complete
two-site model with two composite multiplets the charm mass is non-vanishing for �

4

= �
1

.
The flavor-violating Z couplings can be easily obtained with an explicit computation by

using an expansion in v/f . For the coupling involving the right-handed fields we find

gtc,R =
g

2cW

✓
mcmt

�t
L

�c
L

◆
c
1

c
4

MQM̃Q sin(�
4

� �
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2

. (43)

For the left-handed coupling instead we get

gtc,L =
g

2
p
2cW

mt

M̃T

v

f

✓
�c
L

�t
R

◆
h
(�t

R)
2 + M̃2

T +MTMQ
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�M2
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2
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2cW
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Vcb ⇠ 7⇥ 10�4

✓
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f

◆✓
700

M⇤

◆
. (44)

In the derivation of the above estimates we have again assumed the “minimal tuning” conditions
�t
L ⇠ �t

R. Notice that the explicit results in Eqs. (43) and (44) are in agreement with the
estimates for gtc,L and gtc,R that we derived by the spurion analysis in sec. 3 (see Eqs. (33) and
(35)).

From the above results we can derive the following estimate for the branching fraction
BR(t ! cZ)

BR(t ! cZ) ⇠ 10�5

✓
700

M⇤

◆
4

. (45)

The estimate in Eq. (45) shows that the natural size of the branching fraction for the t ! cZ
decay in the presence of light composite resonances is not far from the current experimental
bounds. The present searches indeed set an upper bound BR(t ! cZ) < 5⇥10�4 at 95%CL [7].
Although currently not probed, branching ratios of order 10�5 will be tested at the LHC in the
14 TeV run.

Accidental cancellations

In the explicit calculations that lead to Eqs. (43) and (44) for simplicity we did not inlcude all
the possible interaction operators between the Z boson and the composite states. In particular
we used only the interactions terms comeing from the êµ CCWZ symbol, that is we put ⇣↵� = 0
in Eq. (12) thus neglecting possible interactions coming from the d̂µ term. The reason for this
simplification is the fact that, for generic values of ⇣ no qualitative change is obtained for the
Ztc flavor violating couplings.

There is however a special point in the parameter space in which some important quanti-
tative e↵ect is present. In the case in which the ⇣↵�

parameter is exactly equal to one and is
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�t
L �c

L

cLtL

Z

�t
R

tR

�c
R

cR

Z

�t
L �t

L

Figure 1: Schematic structure of the diagrams contributing to the flavor violating Z couplings
with the top and the charm quarks. The single lines denote the elementary fields while the
double lines correspond to the composite states. Each dashed line denotes one insertion of the
Higgs VEV.

through the insertion of the PLR breaking couplings, namely �t
L (or �c

L, which is however much
smaller and leads to a subleading correction). The corrections to the Ztc right-handed coupling
are then due to operators of the form YS: modified here, no M
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M
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where for simplicity we have kept the flavor indices inside the curly brackets implicit and mSM

u

should be taken as the spurion that appears on the right hand side of Eq. (19), and we have only
shown a representative subclass of all the structured allowed at this order the rest is represented
by the dots. Similar to the case of O�u=1

LL discussed above flavor violation is further suppressed
by a factor of �M2/M6

⇤ as expected by a naive power counting.
The corresponding estimate of the gtc,R coupling is

gtc,R ⇠ g

2cW

�t
R

M⇤

�c
R

M⇤

v2

f 2

M tc
1

M⇤

✓
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2

⇠ g

2cW

1

M2

⇤

✓
mcmt

Vcb

◆
, (35)

as for the left-handed coupling an additional contribution comes from operators containing
the bidoublet mass matrix. Note that the additional suppression given by the (�t

L/M⇤)2 fac-
tor is generic for all models that use the custodial symmetry to protect Zb̄LbL (and Zs̄LsL)
coupling. In all these models, indeed, the tR and cR fields must be in custodially protected
representations [15].

Before concluding this section it is useful to comment on the phenomenological impli-
cations of the custodial protection for the right-handed coupling. With respect to a model
without custodial protection, the gtc,R coupling is suppressed by two powers of the left-handed
top compositeness angle stL ⇠ �t

L/M⇤. As discussed at the end of sec. 2.3, the tL compositeness
is tightly related to the mass scale of the composite resonances m = g⇤f and must satisfy the
lower bound stL & yt/g⇤. This means that in natural scanerios, that require light resonances
(g⇤ . 2), the additional factor in gtc,R does not lead to any signiuficant suppression. The reduc-
tion of the right-handed flavor-changing e↵ects is only e↵ective when the composite resonances
are heavy. An explicit confirmation of this can be found in the context of the extra-dimensional
composite Higgs realizations. In that case the mass scale of the fermionic resonances is con-
nected to the one of the gauge resonances, which are constrained to be rather heavy from the
EW data. This of course implies that a significant suppression of the gtc,R coupling is expected
in custodially-protected models as explicitly found in [?].
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♦ One extra prediction tops should be RH polarized.
Azatov, Panico, GP & Soreq (14)29



BR(t→cZ) vs. tuning 
Azatov, Panico, GP & Soreq (14)
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Figure 2: The correlation between BR(t ! cZ) and the additional fine-tuning of the model
FT

mixing

/FTt.

these are additional contributions to Eqs. (41)–(42). We see that at the vectorial limit, ✓XA ! 0,
these are the only contributions to t ! cZ. These are correlated with the fine-tuning estimation
of the model. At the small angles and mass di↵erences limit Eq. (32) can be written as

↵
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⇤
, (45)

where we set ✓XA = 0.
To get a bit more insights on the correlation between t ! cZ and tuning price, let us analyze

the following simplified case. We consider that case where M⇤

1

= 2M⇤

4

= 2M
⇤

, �
4

= �
1

= �
and switching on only a finite vector like mixing angle with ✓4V = ✓1V = ✓V . The additional
contrition to the fine-tuning (not from the top-partner) can be estimated as

↵
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2

⇤
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and the tcZ couplings are

gtc,L = � 5g✏2
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From the above equations we can construct the following relation

BR(t ! cZ) =3.5
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where we have used the relevant leading order relation relevant to this case,mt,c = ✏�t,c
L �t,c

R /2
p
2M⇤

4

,
and �t

L ⇠ �t
R . This correlation is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for M

⇤

= 700GeV, ✏ = 0.3 and for
0 < ✓V < ⇡/4.

4 Higgs flavor violation

In this section we will investigate flavor violation in the Higgs sector and focus on t ! ch. The
associated e↵ective Lagrangian can be written as

Ltch
int

= (ytc,Rt̄RcL + ytc,Lt̄LcR)h+ h.c. . (49)
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The correlation between BR(t → cZ) and the additional fine-tuning of the model FTmixing /FTt .	




♦ tZj  in the SM is important once BR(t →cZ) < 10-5 is reached.

The SM semi-irreducible background

Campbell, Ellis & Rontsch (13)!

Figure 1. Feynman graphs to calculate the lowest order amplitudes. The wavy line denotes a W or Z/γ∗

boson.

with a smaller rate at the LHC due to the difference in up- and down-quark parton distribution
functions (pdfs). The leading order (LO) Feynman diagrams for the first process in Eq. (1.1) are
shown in Fig. 1, including also the non-resonant contribution, diagram (g), that should be included
when considering the charged lepton final state. The Z boson can be radiated from any of the four
quark lines, or from the W boson exchanged in the t-channel. As can be seen from the diagrams, this
process is related to hadronic WZ production by crossing. As a matter of principle, measurement of
single top+Z is thus as important as measuring the WZ pair cross section, with the added bonus that
it depends on the coupling of the top quark to the Z. In this paper, we present results for the single
top + Z process to next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD1.

Although the single top + Z process is an electroweak one, in contrast to the QCD-induced pair
production mode (tt̄Z), it contains fewer particles in the final state and is therefore easier to produce.
Fig. 2 shows that any advantage in rate for the top pair production is effectively removed once an
additional Z-boson is required. As a result, the single top + Z cross section is about the same size as
the tt̄Z one. Given the status of current LHC searches for tt̄V production it is interesting to consider
the expected experimental sensitivity to the single top + Z channel. In particular, the impact of these
SM processes should already be present in current trilepton searches, albeit in regions of lower jet
multiplicity.

In order to properly assess the expected event rates in trilepton searches, in this paper we will

1Next-to-leading order QCD corrections to tZ associated production via the flavor-changing neutral-current couplings
at hadron colliders have been considered in Ref. [8].

– 2 –

♦  Current bound is BR(t →cZ)~ 5x10-4 , more serious studies  
required before the experimentalists actually go below 10-4 …
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Conclusions
♦ High Lumi’ => moderate gain for E-frontier, large gain for elusive frontier.

♦Two frontiers of the (top) battle of naturalness at the LHC (run II) -

(i) “mini-energy” frontier of hard phys. keep pushing, no conceptual change.  

(ii) “mini-intensity” precision frontier of new physics; more demanding searches,

32

♦ Many searches, due to elusive nature <=> improve control on SM dist’.

♦Tried to discuss several different searches that would potential gain -

      require closer contact \w SM groups both for TH & EXP.

(i) top-pair distributions; (ii) top-charm frontier; (iii) top flavor violation. 



Asymmetric tt̄ events and top tagging
Backovic, JJ, Perez, Soreq

We define an asymmetry for truth level tops to quantify the pT
imbalance in t¯t events

ASV
tt̄ =

|~pT,t + ~pT,t̄|
pT,t + pT,t̄

Asymmetric events are also a
background to t¯t resonance

searches

Top template tagger can remove
more asymmetric events than d

12

+ mass cut
José Juknevich Top Tagging Techniques 26 / 28
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♦ Flavor: only                              sizable mixing is allowed.  

What is the impact of stop-flavor-violation on tuning ? 
(flavored naturalness)

Figure 1. Quadratically divergent one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass parameter in the SM

(a), canceled by scalar superpartner contributions in a SUSY model (b).

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the LHC, while being a breakthrough in

the understanding of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), leaves a lot of questions

unanswered. One of the most pressing problems is the stabilization of the EWSB scale,

which in the Standard Model requires an unnaturally fine-tuned cancellation between tree-

level and loop contributions to the Higgs potential. One of the most popular solutions to

this problem is supersymmetry, which allows to cancel the dangerous quadratically divergent

contributions from the SM particles by their respective superpartners with opposite spin-

statistics. Most important from the point of view of naturalness is the cancellation of

the top quadratic divergence, which is governed by the large top Yukawa coupling. In

supersymmetry this contribution is canceled by the corresponding loop contribution of its

supersymmetric partners, the stops, as depicted in Figure 1.

While the cancellation of the quadratically divergent contribution is independent of the

stop masses, the remaining logarithmically divergent contributions are mass dependent—

therefore naturalness in the Higgs potential generally requires light stops. This common lore

however is being put under severe pressure by the non-observation of stops at the LHC and

the increased bounds on their masses.

This simplified picture however contains the intrinsic assumption of complete alignment

between the up quark and up squark mass bases. While this is a very good approximation

for the left-handed sector, where due to the SU(2)L symmetry the stringent constraints from

K and B decays are relevant, the situation is di↵erent in the right-handed up sector. Here

the only relevant constraints are related to the D system so that the third generation is

much less constrained. In fact it is su�cient to assume the 12 and 13 mixings to be samll in

order to comply with data; the mixing angle ✓R
23

describing stop-scharm mixing. Constraints

from flavor violating top decays on the other hand are still fairly weak. There should be

2

♦ Naively sounds crazy ... 

˜tR � ũR or

˜tR � c̃R

Dine, Leigh & Kagan (93); Dimopoulos & Giudice (95).
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What is the impact of adding flavor violation on stop 
searches ? (flavorful naturalness)

♦ Flavor: only                              sizable mixing is allowed.  

Figure 1. Quadratically divergent one-loop contribution to the Higgs mass parameter in the SM

(a), canceled by scalar superpartner contributions in a SUSY model (b).

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent discovery of a Higgs-like boson at the LHC, while being a breakthrough in

the understanding of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), leaves a lot of questions

unanswered. One of the most pressing problems is the stabilization of the EWSB scale,

which in the Standard Model requires an unnaturally fine-tuned cancellation between tree-

level and loop contributions to the Higgs potential. One of the most popular solutions to

this problem is supersymmetry, which allows to cancel the dangerous quadratically divergent

contributions from the SM particles by their respective superpartners with opposite spin-

statistics. Most important from the point of view of naturalness is the cancellation of

the top quadratic divergence, which is governed by the large top Yukawa coupling. In

supersymmetry this contribution is canceled by the corresponding loop contribution of its

supersymmetric partners, the stops, as depicted in Figure 1.

While the cancellation of the quadratically divergent contribution is independent of the

stop masses, the remaining logarithmically divergent contributions are mass dependent—

therefore naturalness in the Higgs potential generally requires light stops. This common lore

however is being put under severe pressure by the non-observation of stops at the LHC and

the increased bounds on their masses.

This simplified picture however contains the intrinsic assumption of complete alignment

between the up quark and up squark mass bases. While this is a very good approximation

for the left-handed sector, where due to the SU(2)L symmetry the stringent constraints from

K and B decays are relevant, the situation is di↵erent in the right-handed up sector. Here

the only relevant constraints are related to the D system so that the third generation is

much less constrained. In fact it is su�cient to assume the 12 and 13 mixings to be samll in

order to comply with data; the mixing angle ✓R
23

describing stop-scharm mixing. Constraints

from flavor violating top decays on the other hand are still fairly weak. There should be

2

c̃R

♦ Naively sounds crazy as worsening the fine tuning problem.  

♦ However, as you’ll see soon the scharm can be light...  

♦ The                          production is suppressed by              .  ”t̃R t̃⇤R” ! tR t⇤R
�
cos ✓R23

�4

Potentially: new hole in searches, possibly improve naturalness 

˜tR � ũR or

˜tR � c̃R

�m2
Hu = � 3y2t

8⇡2

⇣
m2

t̃L
+ cos

2 ✓RR
23 m2

1 + sin

2 ✓RR
23 m2

2

⌘
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Constraining (RH) flavorful naturalness

♦ RH stops & naturalness,   
Analysis applies for ATLAS (12); now new 
bounds from ATLAS and CMS around 670 GeV.

mt̃R & m0 = 570GeV

♦ To constrain, look for: tt, cc & tc + MET (very qualitative).
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Constraining (RH) flavorful naturalness

♦ RH stops & naturalness,   
Analysis applies for ATLAS (12); now new 
bounds from ATLAS and CMS around 670 GeV.

mt̃R & m0 = 570GeV

♦ To constrain, look for: tt, cc & tc + MET (very qualitative).
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FIG. 3: Squark mass limits in three phenomenologically interesting scenarios with non-degenerate first- and second-generation
squarks. The left panel contains the least constrained scenario, with a single second-generation squark flavor split from all others;
the middle panel corresponds to an alignment-type scenario with first-generation squarks split from the second-generation. The
shaded blue region is excluded by flavor and CP violation constraints which apply to electroweak doublet squarks only, while
the singlet spectrum remains completely unconstrained; the right panel corresponds to an MFV-type scenario with split up-type
and down-type singlets and doublets formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines represent the exclusion contour if the
LO mixed up-down squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-factor of 1.5 (2.0).

plot include the full dependence on the squark masses,
crucial when the splitting is large [29]. Although the sin-
glet squarks are kept degenerate with the corresponding
doublets for simplicity, their splittings are unconstrained
by flavor, and they could also be decoupled, resulting
in weaker LHC bounds (corresponding to the contour
�/�lim ⇠ 2), with unchanged flavor bounds. The right-
hand panel contains the limits in an MFV-type scenario,
with split up-type and down-type singlets, and doublets
formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines rep-
resent the exclusion contour if the LO mixed up-down
squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-
factor of 1.5 (2.0).

The surprisingly weak limits, in particular for squarks
of the second generation, demonstrate how ine↵ective
current searches are for light squarks. Re-optimizing
the ATLAS 2-6 jets plus MET search using only the
me↵ cut is not e↵ective: while the background grows
like m6

e↵ , the signal grows much more slowly, ensuring
that decreasing the me↵ cut makes things worse. It is
possible that the limits would improve on performing ei-
ther a full re-optimization including all cut variables, or
a shape analysis; such a study, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, in Fig. 4, we compare the
limits for squark cross sections from various 7 TeV AT-
LAS and CMS jets plus MET searches (which have limits
for degenerate squarks that are competetive with those
of recent 8 TeV searches [33, 34]). We find indeed that
the most stringent bounds come from the more complex
shape-based analyses, such as the CMS razor search.

Conclusion: We have argued that a combination of
reduced e�ciencies and suppression due to PDFs leads
to constraints on non-degenerate squark masses (for the
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FIG. 4: Comparison between upper limits on squark pair-
production cross sections with a decoupled gluino and mass-
less neutralino, from 7TeV 5 fb�1 ATLAS and CMS jets plus
MET searches [15, 30–32]. We use the o�cial experimental
limits, except for the ATLAS search where we use our esti-
mate of the limit, simulating the search with ATOM (solid)
and PGS (dotted).

first two generations) that are significantly weaker than
those assuming eightfold degeneracy. For instance, an
O(400GeV) squark belonging to the second generation
can be buried in the LHC jets plus MET data. In the
above analysis we have neglected for simplicity the e↵ects
of squark mixing, which could be sizable in alignment
models. In addition, our reinterpreted limits, while as-
suming the bino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), are
still applicable for singlino or gravitino LSPs, or when ad-
ditional electroweak (e.g. higgsinos) and leptonic states
are present, but do not drastically alter the light squark
branching ratios. In spite of the dramatic increase of

Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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Figure 5: Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL for the model of (pp → t̃1t̃∗1 →
t χ̃0

1 t χ̃0
1 ) with 100% branching ratio of t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 . The top quark produced in the decay has a right-
handed polarization in 95% of the decays. The band around the median expected limit shows
the ±1σ variations on the median expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical
uncertainties on the signal. The dotted lines around the observed limit indicate the sensitivity
to ±1σ variations on these theoretical uncertainties. The expected limit from the previous
ATLAS search [29] with the same final state is also shown.
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Constraining (RH) flavorful naturalness

♦ RH stops & naturalness,   
Analysis applies for ATLAS (12); now new 
bounds from ATLAS and CMS around 670 GeV.

mt̃R & m0 = 570GeV

♦ To constrain, look for: tt, cc & tc + MET (very qualitative).
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FIG. 3: Squark mass limits in three phenomenologically interesting scenarios with non-degenerate first- and second-generation
squarks. The left panel contains the least constrained scenario, with a single second-generation squark flavor split from all others;
the middle panel corresponds to an alignment-type scenario with first-generation squarks split from the second-generation. The
shaded blue region is excluded by flavor and CP violation constraints which apply to electroweak doublet squarks only, while
the singlet spectrum remains completely unconstrained; the right panel corresponds to an MFV-type scenario with split up-type
and down-type singlets and doublets formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines represent the exclusion contour if the
LO mixed up-down squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-factor of 1.5 (2.0).

plot include the full dependence on the squark masses,
crucial when the splitting is large [29]. Although the sin-
glet squarks are kept degenerate with the corresponding
doublets for simplicity, their splittings are unconstrained
by flavor, and they could also be decoupled, resulting
in weaker LHC bounds (corresponding to the contour
�/�lim ⇠ 2), with unchanged flavor bounds. The right-
hand panel contains the limits in an MFV-type scenario,
with split up-type and down-type singlets, and doublets
formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines rep-
resent the exclusion contour if the LO mixed up-down
squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-
factor of 1.5 (2.0).

The surprisingly weak limits, in particular for squarks
of the second generation, demonstrate how ine↵ective
current searches are for light squarks. Re-optimizing
the ATLAS 2-6 jets plus MET search using only the
me↵ cut is not e↵ective: while the background grows
like m6

e↵ , the signal grows much more slowly, ensuring
that decreasing the me↵ cut makes things worse. It is
possible that the limits would improve on performing ei-
ther a full re-optimization including all cut variables, or
a shape analysis; such a study, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, in Fig. 4, we compare the
limits for squark cross sections from various 7 TeV AT-
LAS and CMS jets plus MET searches (which have limits
for degenerate squarks that are competetive with those
of recent 8 TeV searches [33, 34]). We find indeed that
the most stringent bounds come from the more complex
shape-based analyses, such as the CMS razor search.

Conclusion: We have argued that a combination of
reduced e�ciencies and suppression due to PDFs leads
to constraints on non-degenerate squark masses (for the
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FIG. 4: Comparison between upper limits on squark pair-
production cross sections with a decoupled gluino and mass-
less neutralino, from 7TeV 5 fb�1 ATLAS and CMS jets plus
MET searches [15, 30–32]. We use the o�cial experimental
limits, except for the ATLAS search where we use our esti-
mate of the limit, simulating the search with ATOM (solid)
and PGS (dotted).

first two generations) that are significantly weaker than
those assuming eightfold degeneracy. For instance, an
O(400GeV) squark belonging to the second generation
can be buried in the LHC jets plus MET data. In the
above analysis we have neglected for simplicity the e↵ects
of squark mixing, which could be sizable in alignment
models. In addition, our reinterpreted limits, while as-
suming the bino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), are
still applicable for singlino or gravitino LSPs, or when ad-
ditional electroweak (e.g. higgsinos) and leptonic states
are present, but do not drastically alter the light squark
branching ratios. In spite of the dramatic increase of

Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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Figure 5: Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL for the model of (pp → t̃1t̃∗1 →
t χ̃0

1 t χ̃0
1 ) with 100% branching ratio of t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 . The top quark produced in the decay has a right-
handed polarization in 95% of the decays. The band around the median expected limit shows
the ±1σ variations on the median expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical
uncertainties on the signal. The dotted lines around the observed limit indicate the sensitivity
to ±1σ variations on these theoretical uncertainties. The expected limit from the previous
ATLAS search [29] with the same final state is also shown.
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1 and has no sensitivity to other decay modes.
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FIG. 3: Squark mass limits in three phenomenologically interesting scenarios with non-degenerate first- and second-generation
squarks. The left panel contains the least constrained scenario, with a single second-generation squark flavor split from all others;
the middle panel corresponds to an alignment-type scenario with first-generation squarks split from the second-generation. The
shaded blue region is excluded by flavor and CP violation constraints which apply to electroweak doublet squarks only, while
the singlet spectrum remains completely unconstrained; the right panel corresponds to an MFV-type scenario with split up-type
and down-type singlets and doublets formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines represent the exclusion contour if the
LO mixed up-down squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-factor of 1.5 (2.0).

plot include the full dependence on the squark masses,
crucial when the splitting is large [29]. Although the sin-
glet squarks are kept degenerate with the corresponding
doublets for simplicity, their splittings are unconstrained
by flavor, and they could also be decoupled, resulting
in weaker LHC bounds (corresponding to the contour
�/�lim ⇠ 2), with unchanged flavor bounds. The right-
hand panel contains the limits in an MFV-type scenario,
with split up-type and down-type singlets, and doublets
formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines rep-
resent the exclusion contour if the LO mixed up-down
squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-
factor of 1.5 (2.0).

The surprisingly weak limits, in particular for squarks
of the second generation, demonstrate how ine↵ective
current searches are for light squarks. Re-optimizing
the ATLAS 2-6 jets plus MET search using only the
me↵ cut is not e↵ective: while the background grows
like m6

e↵ , the signal grows much more slowly, ensuring
that decreasing the me↵ cut makes things worse. It is
possible that the limits would improve on performing ei-
ther a full re-optimization including all cut variables, or
a shape analysis; such a study, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, in Fig. 4, we compare the
limits for squark cross sections from various 7 TeV AT-
LAS and CMS jets plus MET searches (which have limits
for degenerate squarks that are competetive with those
of recent 8 TeV searches [33, 34]). We find indeed that
the most stringent bounds come from the more complex
shape-based analyses, such as the CMS razor search.

Conclusion: We have argued that a combination of
reduced e�ciencies and suppression due to PDFs leads
to constraints on non-degenerate squark masses (for the
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FIG. 4: Comparison between upper limits on squark pair-
production cross sections with a decoupled gluino and mass-
less neutralino, from 7TeV 5 fb�1 ATLAS and CMS jets plus
MET searches [15, 30–32]. We use the o�cial experimental
limits, except for the ATLAS search where we use our esti-
mate of the limit, simulating the search with ATOM (solid)
and PGS (dotted).

first two generations) that are significantly weaker than
those assuming eightfold degeneracy. For instance, an
O(400GeV) squark belonging to the second generation
can be buried in the LHC jets plus MET data. In the
above analysis we have neglected for simplicity the e↵ects
of squark mixing, which could be sizable in alignment
models. In addition, our reinterpreted limits, while as-
suming the bino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), are
still applicable for singlino or gravitino LSPs, or when ad-
ditional electroweak (e.g. higgsinos) and leptonic states
are present, but do not drastically alter the light squark
branching ratios. In spite of the dramatic increase of

Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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Figure 5: Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL for the model of (pp → t̃1t̃∗1 →
t χ̃0

1 t χ̃0
1 ) with 100% branching ratio of t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 . The top quark produced in the decay has a right-
handed polarization in 95% of the decays. The band around the median expected limit shows
the ±1σ variations on the median expected limit, including all uncertainties except theoretical
uncertainties on the signal. The dotted lines around the observed limit indicate the sensitivity
to ±1σ variations on these theoretical uncertainties. The expected limit from the previous
ATLAS search [29] with the same final state is also shown.
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1 in the model where pp →
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channel t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 and has no sensitivity to other decay modes.
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Conclusions

♦ Elusive: light (non-”sups”) squarks/partners maybe buried.    

♦ Stop-scharm mixing might lead to improve naturalness.

♦ Ask for new type of searches, charm tagging important, linked 
to CPV in D mixing, soon to be tested at LHCb.

♦ Subjective: despite entering the “boosted” era (not in Higgs) the 
“jet-substructure” field is behind the rest of the PQCD one.

♦ More energy => about to enter “hybrid-boosted” era.
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Next-to-leading order effects

Are top pairs in high-pT events always back to back?

1 2 3

How do 2 and 3 change distributions?
Salam, ’13, ATLAS Top WG

José Juknevich Top Tagging Techniques 25 / 28

Backovic, Gabizon, Juknevich, GP & Soreq (13)
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Light scharms at the LHC

1st & 2nd geneneration 
squark limits
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Figure 7: 95% CLs exclusion limits obtained by using the signal region with the best expected sensitiv-
ity at each point in a simplified MSSM scenario with only strong production of gluinos and first- and
second-generation squarks, and direct decays to jets and neutralinos (left); and in the (m0 ; m1/2) plane of
MSUGRA/CMSSM for tan � = 10, A0 = 0 and µ > 0 (right). The red lines show the observed limits, the
dashed-blue lines the median expected limits, and the dotted blue lines the ±1� variation on the expected
limits. ATLAS EPS 2011 limits are from [17] and LEP results from [59].

7 Summary

This note reports a search for new physics in final states containing high-pT jets, missing transverse
momentum and no electrons or muons, based on the full dataset (4.7 fb�1) recorded by the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC in 2011. Good agreement is seen between the numbers of events observed in the
data and the numbers of events expected from SM processes.

The results are interpreted in both a simplified model containing only squarks of the first two genera-
tions, a gluino octet and a massless neutralino, as well as in MSUGRA/CMSSM models with tan � = 10,
A0 = 0 and µ > 0. In the simplified model, gluino masses below 940 GeV and squark masses be-
low 1380 GeV are excluded at the 95% confidence level. In the MSUGRA/CMSSM models, values of
m1/2 < 300 GeV are excluded for all values of m0, and m1/2 < 680 GeV for low m0. Equal mass squarks
and gluinos are excluded below 1400 GeV in both scenarios.
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Light squarks > 1.4 TeV?

Assumptions?

What is driving the limit?

Holes in the net?
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Figure 7: 95% CLs exclusion limits obtained by using the signal region with the best expected sensitiv-
ity at each point in a simplified MSSM scenario with only strong production of gluinos and first- and
second-generation squarks, and direct decays to jets and neutralinos (left); and in the (m0 ; m1/2) plane of
MSUGRA/CMSSM for tan � = 10, A0 = 0 and µ > 0 (right). The red lines show the observed limits, the
dashed-blue lines the median expected limits, and the dotted blue lines the ±1� variation on the expected
limits. ATLAS EPS 2011 limits are from [17] and LEP results from [59].

7 Summary

This note reports a search for new physics in final states containing high-pT jets, missing transverse
momentum and no electrons or muons, based on the full dataset (4.7 fb�1) recorded by the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC in 2011. Good agreement is seen between the numbers of events observed in the
data and the numbers of events expected from SM processes.

The results are interpreted in both a simplified model containing only squarks of the first two genera-
tions, a gluino octet and a massless neutralino, as well as in MSUGRA/CMSSM models with tan � = 10,
A0 = 0 and µ > 0. In the simplified model, gluino masses below 940 GeV and squark masses be-
low 1380 GeV are excluded at the 95% confidence level. In the MSUGRA/CMSSM models, values of
m1/2 < 300 GeV are excluded for all values of m0, and m1/2 < 680 GeV for low m0. Equal mass squarks
and gluinos are excluded below 1400 GeV in both scenarios.
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Light squarks > 1.4 TeV?

Assumptions?

What is driving the limit?

Holes in the net?

Putting stops aside, what are the bounds on first 2-
generation “light” squarks?         

Summer bounds from ATLAS & CMS : 
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What drives the experimental limits?

♦ Signal efficiencies;

♦ Production rate, PDFs.

♦ Squark multiplicity; 
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E�ciencies

Signal e�ciency falls very rapidly with decreasing squark mass
Below ≥ 600 GeV ‘‡ = 1
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Squark searches
• Relaxing degeneracy assumption:

• naively: σ ∝ 1/m6                                  
→ from 8→2 light squarks mass limit 
change by 41/6-1~ 25%

• but:

• efficiencies have hard thresholds  
(and current limits are on the 
thresholds) 

• P.d.f’s have large effects                      
(u vs. d vs. c vs. s…) 

• large effects on mass limits!! 
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PDFs: all 4 flavor “sea” squarks can be light!
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Figure 12: Diagrams which cause flavor violation in models with arbitrary soft masses.

Fig. 5g and eq. (3.72)]. There are similar diagrams if the left-handed slepton mass matrix
m2

L has arbitrary off-diagonal entries. If m2
L or m2

e were “random”, with all entries of
comparable size, then the contributions to BR(µ → eγ) would be about 5 or 6 orders of
magnitude larger than the current experimental upper limit of 5×10−11, even if the sleptons
are as heavy as 1 TeV. Therefore the form of the slepton mass matrices must be severely
constrained.

There are also important experimental constraints on the squark (mass)2 matrices. The
strongest of these come from the neutral kaon system. The effective hamiltonian for K0 ↔
K

0 mixing gets contributions from the diagram in Fig. 12b, among others, if LMSSM
soft contains

(mass)2 terms which mix down squarks and strange squarks. The gluino-squark-quark
vertices in Fig. 12b are all fixed by supersymmetry to be of strong interaction strength;
there are similar diagrams in which the bino and winos are exchanged.54 If the squark and
gaugino masses are of order 1 TeV or less, one finds that limits on the parameters ∆mK and
ϵK appearing in the neutral kaon system effective hamiltonian severely restrict the amount
of down-strange squark mixing and CP-violating complex phases that one can tolerate in
the soft parameters.55 Considerably weaker, but still interesting, constraints come from
the D0, D

0 and B0, B
0 neutral meson systems, and the decay b → sγ.56 After the Higgs

scalar fields get VEVs, the au, ad, ae matrices contribute off-diagonal squark and slepton
(mass)2 terms [for example, !dad

!QHd + c.c. → (ad)12⟨H0
d⟩!sL

!d∗R + c.c., etc.], so their form
is also strongly constrained by flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) limits. There are
other significant constraints on CP-violating phases in the gaugino masses and (scalar)3 soft
couplings following from limits on the electric dipole moments of the neutron and electron.57

All of these potentially dangerous FCNC and CP-violating effects in the MSSM can be
evaded if one assumes (or can explain!) that supersymmetry breaking should be suitably
“universal”. In particular, one can suppose that the squark and slepton (mass)2 matrices
are flavor-blind. This means that they should each be proportional to the 3 × 3 identity
matrix in family space:

m2
Q = m2

Q1; m2
u = m2

u1; m2
d

= m2
d
1; m2

L = m2
L1; m2

e = m2
e1. (5.14)

If so, then all squark and slepton mixing angles are rendered trivial, because squarks and
sleptons with the same electroweak quantum numbers will be degenerate in mass and can
be rotated into each other at will. Supersymmetric contributions to FCNC processes will
therefore be very small in such an idealized limit, modulo the mixing due to au, ad, ae.
One can make the further assumption that the (scalar)3 couplings are each proportional to
the corresponding Yukawa coupling matrix:

au = Au0 yu; ad = Ad0 yd; ae = Ae0 ye. (5.15)
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FIG. 3: Squark mass limits in three phenomenologically interesting scenarios with non-degenerate first- and second-generation
squarks. The left panel contains the least constrained scenario, with a single second-generation squark flavor split from all others;
the middle panel corresponds to an alignment-type scenario with first-generation squarks split from the second-generation. The
shaded blue region is excluded by flavor and CP violation constraints which apply to electroweak doublet squarks only, while
the singlet spectrum remains completely unconstrained; the right panel corresponds to an MFV-type scenario with split up-type
and down-type singlets, and doublets formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines represent the exclusion contour if the
LO mixed up-down squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-factor of 1.5 (2.0).

plot include the full dependence on the squark masses,
crucial when the splitting is large [29]. Although the sin-
glet squarks are kept degenerate with the corresponding
doublets for simplicity, their splittings are unconstrained
by flavor, and they could also be decoupled, resulting
in weaker LHC bounds (corresponding to the contour
�/�lim ⇠ 2), with unchanged flavor bounds. The right-
hand panel contains the limits in an MFV-type scenario,
with split up-type and down-type singlets, and doublets
formally decoupled. The red dashed (dotted) lines rep-
resent the exclusion contour if the LO mixed up-down
squark production cross section is multiplied by a K-
factor of 1.5 (2.0).

The surprisingly weak limits, in particular for squarks
of the second generation, demonstrate how ine↵ective
current searches are for light squarks. Re-optimizing
the ATLAS 2-6 jets plus MET search using only the
me↵ cut is not e↵ective: while the background grows
like m6

e↵ , the signal grows much more slowly, ensuring
that decreasing the me↵ cut makes things worse. It is
possible that the limits would improve on performing ei-
ther a full re-optimization including all cut variables, or
a shape analysis; such a study, however, is beyond the
scope of this paper. Instead, in Fig. 4, we compare the
limits for squark cross sections from various 7 TeV AT-
LAS and CMS jets plus MET searches (which have limits
for degenerate squarks that are competetive with those
of recent 8 TeV searches [33, 34]). We find indeed that
the most stringent bounds come from the more complex
shape-based analyses, such as the CMS razor search.

Conclusion: We have argued that a combination of
reduced e�ciencies and suppression due to PDFs leads
to constraints on non-degenerate squark masses (for the
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FIG. 4: Comparison between upper limits on squark pair-
production cross sections with a decoupled gluino and mass-
less neutralino, from 7TeV 5 fb�1 ATLAS and CMS jets plus
MET searches [15, 30–32]. We use the o�cial experimental
limits, except for the ATLAS search where we use our esti-
mate of the limit, simulating the search with ATOM (solid)
and PGS (dotted).

first two generations) that are significantly weaker than
those assuming eightfold degeneracy. For instance, an
O(400GeV) squark belonging to the second generation
can be buried in the LHC jets plus MET data. In the
above analysis we have neglected for simplicity the e↵ects
of squark mixing, which could be sizable in alignment
models. In addition, our reinterpreted limits, while as-
suming the bino is the lightest SUSY particle (LSP), are
still applicable for singlino or gravitino LSPs, or when ad-
ditional electroweak (e.g. higgsinos) and leptonic states
are present, but do not drastically alter the light squark
branching ratios. In spite of the dramatic increase of
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See also: Heikinheimo, Kellerstein & Sanz (11); Kribs & Martin (12),
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Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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Single squark can be as light as 400-500 GeV!

Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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 In new ATLAS search for stop decay to charm + neutralino (               ), 
 charm jet tagging has been employed for the first time at LHC
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charm jets identified by combining “information from the impact 
parameters of displaced tracks and topological properties of 
secondary and tertiary decay vertices” using multivariate techniques
 

    ‘medium’ operating point:  c-tagging efficiency = 20%,  
rejection factor of 5 for b jets, 140 for light jets.
#’s obtained for simulated      events for jets with 
                     ,  and calibrated with data
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Spectrum of flavorful natural models
Mahbubani, Papucci, GP, Ruderman & Weiler (12). 
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Producing Top Quarks 
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PIC 2009 – Kobe, Japan Bernd Stelzer, Simon Fraser University 

- The Energy Frontier -!

LHC 

CERN 

•! 1.96 TeV pp collider 

•! Run II started in 2001 

•! Record Inst. Lum. 3.6!1032 [cm-2sec-1] 

Most of the results 

•! 14 TeV pp collider 

•! Restart in Nov 2009 at 7 TeV 

•! Inst. Lum. 1032-1034 [cm-2sec-1] 

ATLAS 

CMS 

Brief outlook 
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